Abstract
Introduction
Image retargeting is a technique that adjusts input images into arbitrary sizes and simultaneously preserves the salient regions of the input images. Image retargeting has drawn much attention in image and vision research in recent years [1] . Due to the increase in the variety of commonly used display devices, and the prevalent use of mobile devices as available means for image intake, image needs to be adapted to different resolutions and aspect ratios. This problem further increases with the explosion of image and video content on the web.
Measurement of image distance or similarity is a fundamental issue in both image processing and computer vision [2] . An obvious and accurate way is the subjective measurement based on the human perception. A widely used subjective measure computes mean opinion scores (MOSs) from the human ratings [3, 4] . But this method is timeconsuming and not suitable for practical use. Objective measures by computer programs whose evaluations are in close agreement with human judgment have been extensively studied in the past. Early work about objective measures characterized the similarity of two images of same size using peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared errors (MSE) [5] . A structural similarity framework [6] , called SSIM, was proposed based on the assumption that human vision system (HVS) is highly adapted for extracting statistic structural information.
Measurement of image similarity is very important for image retargeting applications. Firstly, it can be used to dynamically monitor and adjust image quality. Secondly, it can be used to optimize algorithms and parameter settings of image retargeting systems. Thirdly, it can be used to benchmark image retargeting systems and algorithms. However, many of the
Framework of the Proposed Similarity Measure
We illustrate the framework of similarity measure for image retargeting proposed by us in Figure 1 .
As we can see from Figure 1 , the proposed similarity measure for image retargeting mainly includes two parts, where one is content similarity which consists of the sub-steps of finding seams, dividing image into regions and matching regions, and the other is visual effect similarity which is characterized by deformation detection of visual salient regions between original and retargeted images. Here deformation detection mainly focuses on over-squeezing, over-stretching, distortion of proportion and distortion of geometric structure. The detailed procedure of the approach is as follows. 
Measure of Content Similarity

Find Seams
The definition of seams in the image is the same as in [13] .That is, a vertical seam is an 8-connected path of pixels in the image from top to bottom, containing one, and only one, pixel in each row of the image. Formally, let I be an n×m image and define a vertical seam to be: . For assessing the retargeting image similarity, the images are divided into several regions by virtue of the seams in our approach. Therefore, the question is how to choose the seams in the image? We use the following simple energy function as in [13] . 
Given the given energy function, we can define the energy of a seam as
Intuitively, our goal is to find noticeable pixels or seams that divide image into regions. That is to say, we should look for the optimal seam * s that maximizes this seam energy:
The optimal seam can be found using dynamic programming. The first step is to traverse the image from the second row to the last row and compute the cumulative maximum energy M for all possible connected seams for each entry (i, j):
At the end of this process, the maximum value of the last row in M will indicate the end of the maximal connected vertical seam. Hence, in the second step we backtrack from this maximum entry on M to find the path of the optimal seam. The definition of M for horizontal seams is similar. 
Divide Image into Regions
For every image of the similarity measure, the optimal vertical seam and the optimal horizontal seam can be determined using the above method. Then the image can be segmented into four regions with the optimal vertical seam and the optimal horizontal seam. Moreover, for every region, the optimal vertical seam and the optimal horizontal seam can also be determined using the above method. Every region can further be segmented into four sub-regions with the optimal vertical seam and the optimal horizontal seam in the region as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , which are for the original image or I and the retargeted image re I respectively. The image segmentation is recursive and from coarse to fine and can be carried out until the sub-region has been relatively small. Generally, the image is divided into 16 sub-regions, up to 64 sub-regions. by virtue of image segmentation, the region matching is performed between these two images. We define the corresponding regions between these two images as: two regions with the same layout and position in respective image, such as region matching strategy. For every region in the image or I , we look for the nearest neighbor in its candidate matched region set cs1 or cs2 using SIFT flow [7] method.
Calculate Content Similarity
During measuring content similarity of images, for every region 1 
We note that similarity measure 
Measure of Visual Effect Similarity
Visual effect similarity mainly involves shape preservation of visual salient regions or contents between original and retargeted images. For measuring visual effect similarity of two images, we have to detect deformation of visual salient regions. We wonder which deformations should be taken into account. According to Rubinstein's work [11] , the retargeted image result is rejected and not considered to be similar to the original image owing to five main reasons of deformation: over-squeezing, over-stretching, distortion of proportion, distortion of geometric structure and removal of content. So we should deal with these deformations during evaluating the similarity between original and retargeted images. Actually, in our proposed approach, removal of content has been taken into account at the stage of measuring content similarity of two images. Thus, at this stage of assessing visual effect similarity between original and retargeted images, we mainly cope with the first four deformations. We will detect these deformations of visual salient regions and accordingly determines visual effect similarity values.
Deformation Detection of Visual Salient Regions
This section focuses on elaborating detection of four deformations of visual salient regions between original and retargeted images, which include over-squeezing, over-stretching, distortion of proportion and distortion of geometric structure.
Detect over-squeezing:
Let W or and H or represent width and height of original image respectively, and W re and H re be width and height of retargeted image respectively. When the original image is shrunk during the retargeting process, visual salient regions are vulnerable to over-squeezing as illustrated in Figure 4 , where the left is original image and the right is retargeted image and the blue block b1 suffers from over-squeezing. In our proposed 
Detect over-stretching:
When the original image is stretched during the retargeting process, visual salient regions are prone to be over-stretched as illustrated in Figure 5 , where the left is original image and the right is retargeted image and the blue block b1 suffers from over-stretching. In our proposed approach, we design and apply formula (7) to judge if a visual salient region is over-stretched. If the inequality (7) holds, there is no over-stretching for this region during retargeting process. Otherwise, over-stretching of this region has been caused by image retargeting. (7) 4.1.3. Detect distortion of proportion: As shown in Figure 6 , there is a distortion of proportion between the blue block b1 and the yellow block b2, which is derived from retargeting the left original image into the right result image. The yellow block b2 is larger than the blue block b1 in the original image, but notably smaller than b1 in the retargeted image. We can detect the distortion of proportion by virtue of the area of visual salient regions. We design and utilize formula (8) to determine if there is a distortion of proportion between two visual salient regions during retargeting process, where 
4.1.4. Detect distortion of geometric structure: Visual effect variation is sensitive to the distortion of geometric structure, so evaluating visual effect similarity has to involve detecting the distortion of visual salient regions. As shown in Figure 7 , there is a distortion of the blue block b1 between original and retargeted images. To simplify the process of this deformation detection, we employ the centroid of visual salient region and some special points of region boundary to describe the shape of region, where the detailed steps are included as follows.
Figure 7. Detect Distortion of Geometric Structure
(1) We get the centroid of visual salient region from the following formula (9), since the region can be regarded as a homogeneous thin plate with uniform thickness. 
i A is the area of the primitive ii ( x , y ) , and A is total area of this region. Let N be the number of points included into this region, formula (9) can be simplified as (10) . represent the points with maximum horizontal coordinate, maximum vertical coordinate, minimum horizontal coordinate and minimum vertical coordinate, respectively. These four parts are numbered as 1 P , 2 P , 3 P and 4 P , which are located at the top right, top left, bottom left and bottom right of the region, respectively. 
Assess Visual Effect Similarity
We count the visual salient regions with over-squeezing, over-stretching, distortion of proportion and distortion of geometric structure respectively, and keep them with the 
Similarity Measure for Image Retargeting
As illustrated by the framework of similarity measure for image retargeting proposed by us in the Section 2, since we have measured content similarity and visual effect similarity between the original image and retargeted image in Section 3 and 4, we can assess the overall similarity between these two images. We design and utilize formula (12) to achieve similarity measure with deformation detection of visual salient regions for image retargeting, which is a weighted combination of content similarity and visual effect similarity, where 
Experiments and Results
In this section, we took real retargeted images to confront the proposed similarity measure with the real world, so as to validate it. The image dataset in our experiment is picked from the RetargetMe dataset [14] which contains 80 original images with various attributes. Each original image has all or partial of eleven retargeted images generated by manual cropping (CR), streaming video (SV), multi-operator (MULTIOP), scale-and-stretch (SNS), seam carving (SC), non-homogeneous warping (WARP), energy-based deformation (LG), shiftmaps (SM), uniform scaling (SCL), quadratic programming (QP) and object size adjusted (OSA), respectively, through shrinking or stretching the original image to different degrees. 
) CR, (c) SV, (d) MULTIOP, (e) SNS, (f) SC and (g) WARP
As shown in Figures 8-11 , we select ten typical cases of image similarity measure for retargeting in the paper due to space limitation, which involve different scenes including "penguins", "getty", "mnm", "Marblehead_Mass", "Perissa_Santorini", "family", "butterfly", "mochizuki", "soccer" and "DKNYgirl" for illustrating the extensive application of our method. According to the degree with original image being shrunk or stretched during retargeting process, we divided them into four groups. As illustrated in Figure 8 from top to bottom, the first group involves three cases: "penguins", "getty" and "mnm", where the original images have been shrunk into retargeted images with a ratio of 0.75 in width. As shown in Figure 9 from top to bottom, the second group involves three cases: "Marblehead_Mass", "Perissa_Santorini" and "family", where the original images have been shrunk with a ratio of 0.5 in width, with being narrower. As illustrated in Figure 10 from top to bottom, the third group involves three cases: "butterfly", "mochizuki" and "soccer", where the original images have been stretched into retargeted images with a ratio of 1.25 in width. As shown in Figure 11 , the fourth group involves the case "DKNYgirl", where the original image has been stretched with a ratio of 1.5 in width, with being wider. In every case, we measure the similarity between the original image in the leftmost and each of the remaining images using our proposed method. Here the remaining images are generated by manual
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC cropping (CR), streaming video (SV) [15] , multi-operator (MULTIOP) [16] , scale-and-stretch (SNS) [17] , seam carving (SC) [18] and non-homogeneous warping (WARP) [19] respectively. For the first group, the calculated rank results of similarity measure are summarized by Table 1 . According to the obtained results in Table 1 , the retargeted image generated by CR is almost the most similar to the original image in these three cases, followed by the retargeted image generated by MULTIOP and SV. According to common sense, we also know that CR can achieve good similarity results where the image width or height does not be changed too much during the retargeting process. Besides, in some cases such as "mnm", WARP also achieves the best rank, which is not surprising since the original image is only reduced by 25 percent in width and a small number of deformations are introduced during retargeting. For the second group, the evaluated rank results of similarity measure are summarized by Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , the retargeted image generated by SV is almost the most similar to the original image in these three cases, followed by the retargeted image generated by MULTIOP, SNS and SC. The lowest ranks are achieved by CR and WARP. When the original image is shrunk too much in width or height, for example by 50 percent, CR will remove lots of contents of original image, which will humiliate this operator. Removal of content and distortion of visual salient regions hinder the WARP operator, which might collapse regions in the image during its deformation if not enough areas of homogeneous content are found. For the third and fourth groups, the obtained rank results of similarity measure are summarized by Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the retargeted image generated by MULTIOP is almost the most similar to the original image in these four cases, followed by the retargeted Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC image generated by SV. WARP always gets a poor rank when the original image is expanded in width or height, especially by 50 percent. Figure 10 and the Fourth Group in Figure 11 Similarity From these ten cases, on the whole, the retargeted images generated by SV and MULTIOP generally achieve the best rank about similarity to the original image, and the generated images by WARP and SC always obtain the last rank, according to our proposed approach. It is consistent with the fact that the retargeted image generated by WARP or SC involves some distortions or deformations. For every case, we also can see that the achieved similarity rank results in Figures 8-11 approximate the subjective human choices and are consistent as well as accurate. Thus our proposed method about similarity measure for retargeting has been validated.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a similarity measure with deformation detection of visual salient regions for image retargeting applications. The proposed method is based on a combination of content similarity and visual effect similarity. Content similarity pays attention to the number and layout of the salient contents in the image and involves the substeps of finding seams, dividing image into regions and matching regions. Visual effect similarity places emphasis on shape preservation of visual salient regions and is characterized by deformation detection of visual salient regions between original and retargeted images which mainly focuses on over-squeezing, over-stretching, distortion of proportion and distortion of geometric structure. Experimental results showed that the achieved similarity ranks for image retargeting closely match the subjective human choices, indicating that our proposed objective measure is almost congruent with human perception mechanism. The good results from the experiments illustrated the practicability and effectiveness of our proposed approach.
